Cosmic Processes: by Patten, S. N.
COSMIC PROCESSES. 
INTRODUCTION. 
THE recent advance of science has been due to rigid specialization. Fields of research have been definitely 
marked out within which each worker confines himself. 
The benefit of this method is apparent, but so are its limi-
tations. Nature does not work in isolated apartments but 
through a unitary process all parts of which are inter-
related. A scientist can hardly advance beyond routine 
investigation without crossing boundaries which science 
has erected. An economic problem is not solved until roots 
are bared which relate to geology and physics. Nor can 
a physician treat disease without a knowledge of chem-
istry and biology. In addition to this certain sciences have 
gained a prestige which enables careless thinkers to trans-
fer the doctrines of these sciences over into those strug-
gling for place, and thus to establish a pseudo-science 
which is little more than repeating the dogmas of one 
science in places where they do not fit. Much of what 
passes for deductive economics is merely trite analogies 
carried over from astronomy and physics. Deductive eco-
nomics may be said to have arisen when the law of gravity 
and of the motion of heavenly bodies became a topic in 
popular education. What is the law of diminishing returns 
but a restatement of the doctrine of the dissipation of 
energy ? What are the studies of race and personal traits 
found in sociology except crude deductions from sweeping 
formulas which biologists have imposed on world thought? 
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COSMIC PROCESSES. 407 
It is not a wanton urge to assault but the need of self-
defense that has forced me as an economist into studies 
beyond my own field. A book on The Degradation of 
Democratic Doctrine by the late Henry Adams shows the 
handicap from which an economist suffers. 
"Within the solar system there is a constant loss of 
energy." 
"All nature's energies are slowly converting themselves 
into heat and vanishing into space." 
"Any restoration of mechanical energy without more 
than equivalent dissipation is impossible." 
"Within a finite time the earth must become unfit for 
the habitation of man." 
Those are the propositions which popular writers dig 
out of physics to support their views. The universal use 
of these is shown in the criticism Mr. Salter makes on my 
recent article (The Monist, Jan., 1920, p. 146), where the 
views of Nietzsche are advanced to oppose my position. 
"Progressive evolution is limited. At some point disinte-
gration sets in. Chaos returns and in time a process of 
evolution begins over again." This type of argument 
merely reflects the mood of the writer. A thousand others 
besides Nietzsche have argued in this way and reversed 
their constructive efforts when fancy dictated. There is 
no one place to throw the wrench into the machinery. It 
will always work destruction when a writer wants to slide 
back into chaos. 
To alter these formulas does not demand new physical 
discoveries. So far as facts are concerned they may be 
found in any text-book. The change is in value and in 
logic. Some propositions taken from a supreme position 
are made over into corollaries. The logic of science has 
changed as science has gone through its epoch-making 
evolution, but the formulation of its doctrines has not 
undergone a like reconstruction. The laws of motion, the 
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408 THE MONIST. 
law of gravitation and that of the conservation of energy 
belong to different epochs of scientific advance and har-
monize neither in their premises nor in their logic. The 
old logic deduced its conclusions from dogmatic premises. 
They were therefore overstatements which gave univer-
sality to what was local. The new logic is equational. 
Until the sign of equality can be put between two series 
of facts no valid reasoning is possible. To predicate uni-
versality is to falsify. If this be true, science should start 
from the conservation of energy and restate the laws of 
gravity and motion in formulas which will make them sub-
ordinate to the great law of conservation. With the ex-
clusion of psychic assumptions science gains its ultimate 
goal. It traces changes from form to form but never predi-
cates loss or gain. 
THE NEW PHYSICS. 
Years ago I wrote an article on the above topic which 
I sent to a couple of scientific periodicals. One editor 
replied that he would not dare print it; the other indulged 
in so much sarcasm that I threw the paper aside. Of late 
changes in scientific attitude have arisen which arouse the 
hope that the obstacles to a broader discussion have been 
reduced. The doctrine of relativity has passed from the 
stage of a mere conjecture into that of a working hypoth-
esis. Beside this the doctrine of an ultimate atom has been 
disproved by evidence all must heed. Atoms are not cold 
unchangeable objects but are active agents capable of dis-
solution and of an immense discharge of latent energy. 
These facts lead me to restate my thought strengthened as 
it has been by new facts. 
The law of gravitation assumes that matter attracts 
matter and that masses move toward each other according 
to given rules. A second law is the radiation of energy. 
Energy tends to move apart and to be lost in the distant 
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COSMIC PROCESSES. 409 
recesses of space. Herbert Spencer states this as the in-
tegration of matter and the diffusion of energy. My ques-
tion is: How would it do to turn these two propositions 
around and say that energy tends to concentrate while 
matter tends to diffuse itself? If masses of matter and 
energy move toward each other, does matter carry energy 
with it as it gravitates, or is energy the propelling force 
carrying matter along as it unites into larger units? It can 
easily be seen that matter and energy both aggregate and 
diffuse themselves, but which is the primary tendency and 
what are the laws that regulate this tendency? Will not 
the facts support one statement as well as the other ? And 
where do differences appear by which the two statements 
can be tested ? 
It is not necessary to restate the arguments which lie 
back of the laws of motion as modern science correlates 
them. As ordinarily stated, energy takes two forms, the 
energy of motion and the energy of position. According 
to the law of the conservation of energy the gain of the 
one means a loss in the other. To call this second form 
the energy of position does not fully state the facts. The 
newer knowledge indicates that what seems mere position 
is not a state of rest but a transformation of linear energy 
into axillary energy. In harmony with this I assume that 
the two forms of energy are linear and axillary and that 
the losses and gains of the one have their exact equivalent 
in the opposite change of the other. When bodies move 
toward each other there is a loss of axillary energy and a 
gain of linear energy. When they move apart axillary 
energy gains at the expense of linear energy. 
How linear energy acts is illustrated in the case of 
gases which are held together by a commanding attraction. 
The movements of single particles in this case are not 
orderly but in every direction, making collisions frequent 
and inevitable. Of this disorderly state there are three 
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4io THE MONIST. 
indices, heat, linear movement and friction. Where one 
of these is manifest the others are always found. In con-
trast to these, orderly movements are axillary because they 
are the only ones among which collision, friction and gene-
ration of heat can be prevented. From familiar laws of 
motion discordant movements in a gaseous body will have 
selective results. A part of the particles will form orderly 
ellipses and the rest will be thrown into outer space. All 
cosmic bodies are of this sort. They may be too small to 
be visible or as large as the greatest planet, but insofar 
as they are orderly they are motion- and heat-losing bodies. 
Such an analysis contains nothing startling. It might 
readily be deduced from the received laws of motion and 
matter. The break comes when the question is asked: Is 
gravitation like heat and motion subject to counteracting 
influences, or is it an unconditional force in its manifesta-
tion above and beyond all restraint ? To say that gravita-
tion is conditioned in its manifestation like heat and motion 
does not mean to deny the law of gravitation as applied 
to terrestrial affairs. It means, however, that our gravi-
tational force is true only of bodies of like size, heat and 
motion. Larger and hotter bodies would have more than 
proportional gravitational force while colder bodies would 
have it correspondingly reduced. The degradation of 
gravitation from an absolute to a relative law would not 
alter the world as we know it, but other heavenly bodies 
would have to have their weight, size and motion deter-
mined not by absolute standards but by those which are 
relative. 
The accepted statement of physical laws is due to the 
earlier recognition of the laws of motion rather than of the 
conservation of energy. It is this which gives the laws of 
motion their absolute form, psychic predicates being inter-
mingled with objective fact. To avoid this confusion, the 
laws of motion should not be accepted as original data but 
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COSMIC PROCESSES. 4 1 1 
so transformed that they become a consequence of the con-
servation of energy. The fundamental facts relate not to 
the laws of motion nor to gravitation but to energy which 
is the cause of motion and gravitation. Starting from the 
conservation of energy as a fundamental datum, the first 
deduction should be that when two bodies come into the 
same energy-field, that is, when they attract each other, 
kinetic energy aroused in each is equal, no matter what 
their size or position. The energy which A expends in 
moving toward B is the same as the energy B expends in 
moving toward A. Any other formulation would mean 
an increase or decrease in the total energy of the universe. 
A stated fund of energy is thus transformed into motion, 
and each body, no matter how great or small, has to trans-
form into kinetic energy the same total amount of energy 
that its opponent does. But while total energy expended 
is the same, the amount of motion varies with the mass. 
This again is a deduction. A body one tenth the size of 
another must move ten times the distance to keep the ex-
penditure of energy the same. This simple law holds so 
long as bodies move through empty space; but as they 
approach resistance arises in the form of pressure. This 
resistance which blocks motion must in its force be equal 
to the force exerted by the approaching body. The energy 
of resistance is thus the energy of attraction in a new form. 
The pressure at any point is equal to the resisted movement 
at that point. The pressure at any point must therefore 
equal all the resisted movement which would pass through 
this point. If so, pressure must vary inversely with the 
distance from the center of gravity. The surface of a 
sphere of half the size has a fourth the surface of one 
double the size. Through each point of the surface of the 
inner sphere four times the movement must take place as 
on the corresponding points of the outward sphere. If the 
pressure at this half-way surface is four times as great 
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412 THE MONIST. 
the compression at this point would be four times greater 
and the friction would be increased fourfold. This state-
ment assumes an axillary motion increased by the com-
pression. If this is true the electricity generated by fric-
tion at the surface of the inner sphere would be four times 
greater than at similar points on the outer sphere. As 
a result of this higher potential a stress would be created 
tending to move the electricity outward to points of lower 
potential. An ingoing body would thus have its movement 
accelerated by a speed equal to that of the outgoing elec-
tric current. 
Without attempting to prove my point, is not the fact 
this ? The acceleration of speed by which an unsupported 
body moves inward is that which would result if the oppo-
sition in front were removed. The forward movement is 
that of a rear pressure unobstructed by front resistance. 
To explain may be difficult, but the fact is worthy of note 
and should put the student on the track of the needed ex-
planation. That repulsion can be transformed into attrac-
tion is shown by electrical phenomena. Doubtless there 
is some connection even if the cause is obscure. Physics 
should deal with facts rather than with causes. 
A solution of this problem can be attained by com-
bining the wave theory which Newton rejected with his 
demonstration of gravity. The wave theory assumes that 
a partial vacuum exists on one side of the moving wave 
at the moment when an increased pressure occurs on 
the other. A shift then takes place reversing the point 
of pressure and the position of the vacuum, the pressure 
and the vacuum being each in turn before and behind the 
line of the moving wave. Newton assumes that a falling 
body moves a slight distance at a uniform speed and then 
suddenly increases its speed for another period. There are 
thus formed a series of steps of increasing speed instead 
of a uniform curve. If this assumption be so modified 
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COSMIC PROCESSES. 413 
that the falling body moves this infinitesimal distance at 
a uniform speed and then strikes a resisting body a wave 
would be formed among the particles of the resisting body. 
This would make a compression before the falling body 
which a moment later would be turned into a vacuum, the 
pressure now being on the rear of the falling body instead 
of being in front of it. If the falling body halts a moment 
at the end of each step before going on to the next, it would 
have a vacuum ahead of it and a pressure behind it, giving 
a reason for the increased speed. Adding to Newton's sup-
position a momentary pause at the end of each step would 
thus bring his proof in harmony with the supposition I am 
using. What is needed is a transfer of pressure from be-
fore to behind the falling body, and however done the 
result would confirm the Newtonian reasoning. 
My main point has, I hope, now been made clear. There 
is a difference between the attraction of two bodies and 
the acceleration which takes place as the bodies approach. 
Attraction is a constant force. Acceleration is a local force 
due to the increase of pressure. Acceleration is thus not 
a primary force as the Newtonian law predicates, but is 
the result of an electrical disturbance. Pressure creates 
friction and friction generates electricity. It is often stated 
that the laws of electrical movement are the same as those 
of gravity, with the important exception that electricity 
sometimes attracts and sometimes repulses. If when they 
both work together the gross result is that which either 
force is said to create when alone, why cumber the law of 
gravity with an accelerating force which electricity would 
create ? We only need to see what happens when the two 
forces oppose each other, to discover which is the part each 
agent plays when they act in conjunction. 
A decision must also be made as to whether electrical 
units are different from other kinetic units, or whether 
they are kinetic units under special conditions. How can 
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4H THE MONIST. 
units which attract be transformed into units that repulse? 
The reply is that units which normally attract repulse each 
other when under pressure. When two bodies with the 
same axillary motion collide they will repulse each other 
because at the point of contact their axillary movement is 
in opposite directions. When the movement at the point 
of contact is in the same direction the current of each is 
transferred to the circuit of the other, making a figure 
eight with a circuit double the length of either element. 
In this way pressure is reduced and the equilibrium of 
momentum restored. Pressure reducing the length of each 
circuit disturbs the equilibrium of momentum. The tend-
ency to conserve the momentum would thus force the en-
tanglement of the circuit when a similarity of movement 
permitted. In this way an opposition between like bodies 
would result in repulsion, while bodies with dissimilar mo-
tion would attract each other. Like thus repulses like and 
blends with its opposite. This is the fundamental law of 
electricity reflecting a state which is sure to arise if bodies 
with axillary motion are put under pressure. The increase 
of electrical tension would be the same as the increase of 
pressure. The total speed of bodies without support would 
thus be the sum of attraction plus that of acceleration. 
Acceleration and attraction are thus due to different 
causes though intimately associated. Pressure is resisted 
attraction, not an independent force. As soon as bodies 
enter a pressure-field, the secondary laws of motion begin 
to exert their influence reversing or augmenting the pri-
mary tendency to approach. Compression, heat, friction 
and electricity are each a manifestation of pressure and 
grow in importance with the increase of pressure. To-
gether they make the acosmic forces which tear down the 
cosmic order. To create cosmic stability these antagonistic 
forces must be thwarted. The main agent in this work 
is an inverse acceleration by which discordant motions are 
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COSMIC PROCESSES. 4'5 
thrown beyond the influence of the cosmic bodies. When 
collision occurs there is not a dead uniformity in the reac-
tion in which each particle receives the same reverse mo-
tion. The conservation of energy calls for an equality 
between the forward and the reverse motion, but it does 
not demand a similarity in individual cases. There can 
thus be a concentration of the reaction in the light particles 
which would give them a speed throwing them beyond the 
influence of the bodies in collision. Discordant forces 
would thus be eliminated and the stability of cosmic bodies 
maintained in spite of opposing tendencies, which, concen-
trating themselves as heat and light, are dissipated in 
space. Every disturbing force can thus be resolved into 
parts, some of which will blend with those making for 
stability while the lawless elements are concentrated, ac-
celerated and cast into outer regions where they can do no 
harm. Pressure and its resultant forces are thus trans-
formed into an ingoing acceleration which creates collision, 
and then into a new resolution of forces a part of which 
become cosmic while the rest is ejected. 
The principle for which I contend is the transfer of 
velocity from heavy to light particles when collision occurs. 
This is a fact shown by the act of gases in collision. The 
higher motion attained by certain particles would not be 
acquired but by some transfer of velocity. Collision is thus 
the cause of light bodies moving beyond the sphere of in-
fluence of controlling central bodies. In these distant parts 
what seems absolute on the earth would become relative 
since what to us is dominant would then be weak or reces-
sive. Contending force would tend toward equality and 
could more easily be reversed. 
THE ORIGIN OF PHYSICAL CONCEPTS. 
If human beings remembered the stages of their thought 
development in acquiring the concepts needed for external 
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416 THE MONIST. 
adjustment the errors into which they fall could be avoided. 
But no one can recall the beginning of his thought nor the 
order in which his concepts arose. He is compelled by his 
relations to others to acquire their language, views and 
explanations from which at maturity he frees himself as 
best he can. Revolutions come, but they are not thorough. 
They usually relate to the latter stages of human develop-
ment and thus leave underlying concepts unaltered. Only 
an abstract method can clarify these initial stages and re-
arrange mature thought in harmony with its natural order. 
Physics, like every science, suffers from the lack of 
such a rearrangement. It still accepts certain primitive no-
tions as fundamental and has not recognized the difference 
between popular psychology on which its foundations rest 
and the superstructure which is the outcome of observed 
fact. Physics should be an objective science, but it cannot 
be until its psychic presuppositions are separated from facts 
and principles which reflect the actual order of nature. 
Only when the psychological problems of physics are rec-
ognized as psychology can physics become a strictly ob-
jective science. 
To make this analysis demands a restatement of famil-
iar facts and the predication of a new order in which 
physical concepts arose. The ultimates of consciousness 
are in terms of intensity, movement and color. We do not 
see things, we see motion. Neither do we see space. We 
develop the idea of space to explain the movements we see. 
Instead, therefore, of space being an original concept, it is 
something we build and in the building has gone through 
many stages. Nor can we see motion directly. Were there 
but one body in the field of vision we could see its color but 
not its form or motion. We need two bodies to see move-
ment and two, if not more, to see form. What we call 
two-dimensional or plane geometry relates to the movement 
of bodies in a single plane, but we would not know what 
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COSMIC PROCESSES. 417 
a plane meant if we did not have bodies whose movement 
could not be accounted for on the assumption that all 
bodies move in a single plane. We increase the number 
of dimensions to account for facts which do not accord with 
simpler assumptions. We sometimes hear it said that a 
fourth dimension is a mere assumption, differing therefore 
from the three dimensions which language and custom have 
made familiar. But a fourth dimension has no other basis 
than that on which three or even two dimensions rest. 
They are no more objects of observation than it. The 
problem is: Can the movements of which we are aware 
be accounted for in a three-dimensional space, or must we 
enlarge our conception of space to bring popular concepts 
in harmony with facts? 
It is evident that recently acquired knowledge creates 
a situation which our antecedent physical laws explain with 
difficulty. Either the accepted laws of motion must be 
modified or our concept of space must be enlarged. At 
bottom, however, the two mean the same. To say that 
space is warped predicates that motion is not on straight 
lines; in a warped space all movement would be curved. 
It involves a contradiction therefore for a person to say 
that he holds strictly to the Newtonian laws of motion and 
yet believes in non-Euclidean geometry. Our space-con-
cepts are not independent entities. They are pictures we 
create to account for movement. If to explain motion non-
Euclidean geometry must be used, then movement must be 
primarily along curved lines as they are defined by Euclid, 
or at least it must be curved on some of the planes in which 
movement takes place. No space-concept is directly given 
by the senses. Motion is thus given. Space must therefore 
adjust itself to motion, not motion to space. 
In harmony with this thought I assume that if a warped 
space is necessary to account for motion in some dimension 
movement must be curved. Tf this is not true in a space of 
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4i8 THE MONIST. 
three dimensions, then a fourth dimension is necessary. But 
before this decision is accepted a reexamination of the laws 
of motion should be made to see if they cannot be reformu-
lated so as to make movement conform to the demands of 
space as we now conceive it. A new formulation of the 
laws of motion must begin, not with assumed sense-
perceptions such as straights, planes, solids and the like, but 
with measurable objective facts by means of which psychic 
predicates are eliminated. The mixture of subjective and 
objective concepts should always be avoided and this has 
not been done in the laws of motion to which Newton's 
name is attached. 
A clearly denned objective standard can be obtained 
only by the use of the law of the conservation of energy. 
Motion must conform to it and not it to the psychic pred-
icates of motion. Can objects move straight as psychically 
defined and yet be conserved? In some way movement 
must return to itself if energy is conserved, and if so, there 
is some defect in the psychic predicates about motion. We 
should therefore begin with the conservation of energy— 
an objective fact—and see from it and its corollaries what 
is the error in our psychic predicates. We thus obtain facts 
in harmony with, or derivable from, the conservation of 
energy. 
i. No body can alter its position in space without alter-
ing the position of other bodies. 
2. Energy tends to concentrate, as a result of which 
bodies move toward each other. 
3. Energy is conserved. 
4. Momentum is conserved. 
5. Speed is conserved. Any transformation by which 
speed is lost is compensated for by another by which speed 
is gained. If it were once ascertained what is the average 
speed of all bodies in space that average could not be de-
parted from. In its application this is a broader generaliza-
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COSMIC PROCESSES. 419 
tion than the law of motion which affirms that action and re-
action are equal. The difference is that the later statement 
is based on sense-perceptions of the action of colliding 
solids. Here each particle reacts as a part of a solid mass 
and not as an individual unit. There can thus be no acceler-
ation or loss of speed on the part of single units. This 
rigidity applies only to solids. In other forms of matter 
the acceleration and retardation of molecules is conditioned 
only by the fact that no net gain or loss of speed can take 
place. 
All motion is a change of position of one body in its 
relation to others. There is no absolute motion nor any 
absolute rest. The first law of motion is therefore an 
overstatement. There is no body at rest nor any body 
moving in a straight line uninfluenced by other bodies. 
If it moves, some other body is in motion. Every motion 
is a relation between two moving bodies. The net change 
is that from which psychic predicates of space are derived. 
We see the motion and infer a plane in which the move-
ment takes place. Space, straight lines, planes and solids 
are thus not entities but inferences by which observed mo-
tions are explained. 
So long as but two bodies are within the field of con-
sciousness the relations between the two are expressible 
in terms of straight lines and their movements are within 
a single plane. Two-dimensional space is thus observable 
and from it we derive our notions of other forms of space. 
We make three-dimensional space by combining three two-
dimensional planes and thus give to the enlarged notions 
of space the same attributes which have been affirmed of 
two-dimensional planes. It is, however, questionable if 
three-dimensional bodies are made of planes which fit in 
the manner Euclidean space predicates. If some of these 
planes are warped, then a movement in this plane would 
be curved. 
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The question I raise is this: If two-dimensional planes 
were united to form a three-dimensional body, would not 
some of the planes have to be warped to make them fit into 
their new position? Is, in other words, psychic straight-
ness seen in two-dimensional relations the same as the 
straightness of three-dimensional bodies? Or, again, are 
not three-dimensional bodies non-Euclidean in their rela-
tion to two-dimensional bodies ? It seems to me that there 
is no difference in saying that the space in which bodies 
move is warped—a deduction of non-Euclidean geometry 
—and saying that the planes of two-dimensional bodies and 
those of three dimensions do not exactly fit. Straightness 
for the one is not straightness as measured by the other. 
The difference is that in one case we are talking in terms 
of objective relations, while in the other we are using terms 
derived from ideas constructed to explain these objective 
relations. The dimensions of bodies are reals; the space 
they occupy is a mental construction. 
This thought that the dimensions of bodies do not fit 
leads to the thought that bodies we assume to be solid are 
not solid but a a group of movements in different planes. 
What we call solid is merely pressure coupled with a feel-
ing of muscular resistance. If we cannot compress, or if 
a body seems at rest, we call it solid and affirm that two 
bodies cannot occupy the same space. Yet the facts directly 
given do not warrant such a conclusion. If what seems 
solid is in reality a group of moving planes, then another 
body could go through this body if its movements were in 
one plane and thus could avoid the planes occupied by the 
first body. All bodies are thus resolved into two-dimen-
sional bodies moving in diverse planes. Combine them 
and we get three-dimensional bodies, and there could be 
four-dimensional bodies or bodies of any number of dimen-
sions if they were needed to explain observed movements. 
Yet there would be no exclusion between these dimensions. 
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A two-dimensional body could move through a three-
dimensional body, and a three-dimensional body could move 
through the area of a four-dimensional body. Ether, if 
it exists, is four-dimensional since three-dimensional bodies 
can move through it. All that bodies of a higher dimen-
sion can do is to twist bodies going through them out of 
their natural plane since these bodies must avoid occupied 
planes. 
If this be true the dimensions of bodies have not those 
fixed relations which go along with our concept of solids. 
What psychically we regard as solid is really a number of 
interlocking planes each of which has its diverging move-
ments and tendencies. The dimensions are therefore not 
perfect according to Euclidean standards, but alter and 
twist as the conditions external to them vary. There are 
one-dimensional tendencies, two- and three-dimensional 
tendencies, each being in a measure antagonistic. Pressure 
is two-dimensional and any reaction of pressure causes a 
divergence of the interlocking planes and thus strengthens 
three-dimensional tendencies. Pressure forces bodies to 
occupy less space and thus forces the planes of a body more 
into parallel positions. Take off the pressure and the three-
dimensional tendencies are restored. We cannot say that 
a body is ever completely in any of these forms since by 
the influence of opposing bodies some of its planes would 
be distorted. The same definition of straightness would 
not apply to all of them and hence the movement in some 
of the planes would be non-Euclidean. 
The essence of this thought is that bodies not only 
exert an influence on the movement of other bodies—at-
traction and repulsion—but they also exert an influence 
on the form of other bodies. Every body, we may say, 
has a dimensional influence on every other body in the 
universe. 
Another way of viewing this law, or perhaps a modi-
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fication of it, is the influence which in animal life is called 
tropic. A current passed through the body of an insect 
twists it into a curve. This would indicate that traverse 
currents bend the bodies through which they pass, which 
if it were a universal tendency would cause each body in 
the universe to exert some influence on the form of every 
other body. There would then not only be action and re-
action between bodies due to attraction and collision but 
a tropic reshaping influence which would determine the 
line along which bodies move. Just as an insect bends out 
of a straight line in its motions when under tropic attrac-
tion, so every body bends a little under the influence of its 
neighbors. Nothing would move quite straight according 
to Euclid except an isolated body, and it would not move 
at all. 
The assumption on which I have gone in making these 
deductions is that the conservation of energy is the primary 
force and that all movement is conditioned by it. Thought 
is thus made objective and increased in its universality. 
It shows that psychic predicates about motion and space 
either are not true or they are not universal in their appli-
cation. Space, as we conceive it, is a relation between 
bodies and not a statement about the composition of bodies. 
We get our ideas of planes from these inter-body relations 
and then assume an exact correspondence between these 
conceived relations and the bodies themselves. We arrive 
at the concept of a non-Euclidean space as soon as we 
transfer our attention from the space that bodies are sup-
posed to occupy, to the movements which bodies make. 
Then we have to conclude that either space in some of its 
parts is warped, or that the bodies in it are warped in their 
planes. 
These facts are put in a more concrete form when we 
recognize the influence which pressure exerts. Around 
the great centers of concentrated energy pressure creates 
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COSMIC PROCESSES. 423 
cosmic relations. Outside of these pressure areas the acos-
mic tendencies dominate. We should not think, therefore, 
of particles moving out from these energy centers and 
being lost because the straightness of their movement iso-
lates them from other bodies. The influence of each body 
on others is never lost. The interactions in outer space 
are the same as within pressure areas. But the movements 
and interactions give confused results. Bodies bend, twist 
and turn, but do not establish fixed relations of the sort 
a cosmic world reveals. The problem then is not one of 
losing energy. No energy or relation of energy is lost. 
What we need to discover is how this acosmic confusion 
is transformed into cosmic worlds. If order cannot be 
established and other worlds built, the practical result is 
the same even if the theoretic position is altered. Old 
worlds do decay. They lose energy. There would soon be 
a cosmic blank if order were not restored. We have shown 
what is the process by which the losses occur. Perhaps 
the same forces which destroy order can in the end re-
store it. 
THE EVOLUTION OF COSMIC ORDER. 
The scheme I have outlined does not differ from ac-
cepted views as to disintegrating forces which destroy 
cosmic bodies. Heat and light are lost with the result 
that the central body cools, contracts and loses its lumi-
nosity. If gravity is the result of a constant force due to 
attraction and an acceleration is due to increasing pressure, 
then the loss of heat and light reduces pressure and with it 
the element of acceleration in gravitation will fall off. The 
ejected elements are elements discordant to the cosmic 
order. Each gain in order indicates a loss in substance, 
pressure and friction. Cosmic bodies would thus become 
cold bodies with less cohesive power. They would exert 
less influence on hot bodies while hot bodies would exert a 
greater influence on them. Hot bodies would thus pull 
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cold bodies asunder or at least warp them to a greater 
degree. In addition to this the reduction of gravity would 
affect the outer parts of a body earlier than the inner. 
The pressure would thus be taken off the interior mass 
which by expansion would crack the surface parts. The 
net result would be that cold bodies would break apart and 
float off as discrete masses, each of which would contin-
ually redivide until a wide dispersion through space oc-
curred. 
This dissolution presents a different picture from that 
of the accepted view. Cold bodies hold together if gravi-
tation is an absolute quantity. The one plan would thus 
assume the existence of large dark worlds plunging heed-
lessly through space at tremendous speed, while the other 
would have the same cold matter dispersed moving at a 
slow rate until it was absorbed into some new solar system 
by drifting into its sphere of influence. It cannot be said 
with certainty that there are immense cold bodies dashing 
through space. To meet such a body would end all life 
in a hurry. But it can be said that there are multitudes 
of small cold bodies drifting aimlessly about. The earth 
comes in contact with them daily. The presence of numer-
ous asteroids in one portion of the solar system indicates 
that one planet has already broken up. Mars seems to be 
going the same way if what has seemed to be canals are 
really cracks in her surface. This would be a confirmation 
of the belief that cold bodies lose some of their specific 
gravity. 
This explanation is at best partial. If nature is com-
posed of orderly processes the loss of matter or motion due 
to the ejection of particles must be accounted for as well 
as the drift of cold matter which finally is reabsorbed in 
the active solar bodies. There must be some way to bring 
back into organic unity the ejected hot particles whose loss 
if permanent would drain the universe of its energy. This 
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is not an impossible task if the laws of motion as well as 
the force of gravity are relative. To get this new view-
point we must assume that the ejected particles will as they 
move transform their energy from linear to axillary energy 
and thus cooling off would slow down as they move away 
from the ejecting body. In the end they would become 
cold bodies and be subjected to the laws applicable to cold 
planetary bodies. If a planet revolves about a sun or a 
moon about a planet there could be no change in the 
moment of momentum, but the tidal stress would slow 
down the revolutions until there would be one revolution 
of the cold body about its axis with each revolution about 
the sun. This is the inevitable result of tidal stress as is 
shown in the case of the moon and the lesser planets. 
Such is the fate of every cold body. Its momentum does 
not force it to move in a straight line but compels it to 
move about some hot body with its heavy side toward the 
heat. Microcosms are subject to the same laws as are 
planets and suns. They would therefore keep their mo-
mentum but curve about some central body. The gravi-
tational force of hot bodies on the cold may be slight in the 
distant parts of the universe, but however slight it would 
produce inevitable results. The cold body always becomes 
a satellite of its hot neighbor. There would thus be a cur-
rent of cold atoms about every hot body, and the universe 
itself would have an external ring in which even the light-
est bodies would become entangled. If a particle was car-
ried by its momentum beyond the influence of any par-
ticular sun the joint effect of all the suns would have a 
unified effect as soon as the bounds of the visible universe 
were crossed. 
There would then arise a simple situation. The ejective 
force which came from some earlier collision or compression 
would be set against the combined pull of all the suns. 
Both forces would be on a decline but the ejective force 
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would fall off more rapidly than the force of gravity. At 
length the particle would come to the peripheral plane 
where the two forces were equal. The net result would 
be a movement along the peripheral plane with the heavy 
side of the particle turned inward toward the center of 
gravity. Assuming such a peripheral current to be started, 
the consequences would soon become apparent. The radia-
tion-pressure would be a constant force since the quantity 
of radiation for the whole universe would be fixed. Grav-
ity, however, would increase as the quantity of matter in 
the peripheral plane is augmented by new arrivals. The 
peripheral current would thus gradually contract and move 
within the peripheral plane. If so, particles would arrive 
at the plane of the current with some ejective force still 
active. The result would be that the bodies in the plane 
would increase their momentum through the ensuing colli-
sions. A part of the ejective force would thus be absorbed 
in the primal peripheral circuit, but another part would 
rebound in the opposite direction creating an outer secon-
dary current in the opposite direction. No matter in what 
direction a particle entered the plane nor with what force, 
it would finally be resolved into two forces going in opposite 
directions. Heavy particles would remain within and move 
with the inner current while the lighter ones would be ab-
sorbed in the outer current. 
There would thus be stable cosmic conditions in this 
outer zone with no heat, no pressure and no friction. It is 
this orderly condition which should give us the picture of 
what happens wherever cosmic forces dominate. There 
would be a discordant center where cosmic forces never 
are in complete control, but there would also be two rings 
moving in opposite directions at the peripheral plane. Fric-
tion, collision and pressure may destroy the simplicity of 
the process, but every cosmic body tends to shape itself in 
this way. 
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If this is true we only have to watch the process through 
its next stages to see how the acosmic forces again come 
into play and thus compel the evolution of solar systems. 
Each addition of matter to the peripheral currents tends 
to draw them nearer to the central bodies and increase 
their speed. But the moment of momentum will not permit 
this contraction. The same distance must be traversed in 
each circuit as before. To do this, the currents must as 
they contract in their circumference increase their sinu-
osity. This would cause pressure, distortion and displace-
ment. Heat would be generated and the attractive force 
increased not only in regard to central bodies but of the 
peripheral particles on each other. The result would be 
increased torsion; knots would be formed and then spirals. 
The mass would thus be thrown into the form in which the 
solar nebulae are known to exist, the subsequent trans-
formation of which into suns and planets is readily ex-
plained according to familiar laws. The cosmic process 
thus has two phases, in one of which heat, collision, pres-
sure and friction increase. In the other these acosmic 
forces decrease and the simple cosmic tendencies prevail. 
A solar system runs down as it gives off heat. It revives 
as its particles are brought into order at the peripheral 
plane. A repeating order of events is thus secured. Each 
cosmic event has its antecedent and its consequent which 
in turn becomes the antecedent of the next step. There is 
thus no beginning nor end. Every step is so orderly that 
no need remains for the accidents, collisions, explosions, 
etc., on which the older scheme of the universe depended. 
THE MOVEMENT OF SATELLITES. 
The thought of the preceding section may need a sup-
plement to make its bearing clear. The ejected elements 
must be traced and their return vouchsafed before a 
rounded system for the universe can be predicated. If the 
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conservation of energy is the ultimate law the ejected 
bodies have no energy except that derived from the parent 
body. Attraction creates pressure, pressure necessitates 
collision and in collision the discordant elements are ejected. 
But in being ejected they do not lose their ultimate rela-
tion to the parent body. They become satellites, if this 
word will bear an extension of meaning so as to include 
all ejected bodies which do not immediately through gravi-
tation return to their source. Satellites are defined as 
bodies revolving about a central body. If ejected bodies 
become satellites the two can readily be designated by one 
term. 
To prove their identity demands not enunciation of a 
new principle but merely a deductive application of what 
has already been shown. The central body from which 
the ejected elements arose moves with a high speed. If a 
particle is cast off at an angle from the motion of the 
parent body the attraction of the latter will not be an 
exactly opposing force to the movement of the ejected 
body, as would be the case if the parent body was sta-
tionary. Its movement makes the line of attraction an 
oblique angle instead of a perpendicular. The ejected body 
would swerve from its initial path in the direction taken 
by the parent body. It would thus move in a curve instead 
of a straight line which in the end would become parallel 
to the movement of the parent body. To see what would 
happen the acceleration of each body must be isolated from 
the attractive force which each body exerts on the other. 
Acceleration is the momentum derived from some earlier 
opposition of primary forces. This acceleration must be 
much more powerful than the primary attraction to create 
the curve described. Not only must its acceleration dom-
inate over attraction but its acceleration must be greater 
than that of the parent body. It is then thrown ahead of 
the parent body and becomes a satellite by revolving about 
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the central body instead of returning to it. Every expelled 
body thus comes under one of three heads. If the attrac-
tion is greater than the acceleration it returns to the central 
body. If its acceleration is less than that of the central 
body a return can also be predicated. In the third case, 
where the acceleration exceeds that of both the primary 
attraction and the acceleration of the parent body, a satel-
lite is formed which revolves about, instead of returning 
to, the place of its origin. Any ejected body must return 
to the parent body, become a satellite or be thrown so far 
away that it comes under the influence of some other solar 
system. 
Given these facts, still another predicate is possible 
Every moving body or aggregate of moving bodies has a 
medial plane along which the aggregate movement takes 
place. This plane must average the opposing forces and 
of the diverging tendencies have as much on one side as 
on the other. The discordant tendencies will accelerate 
the movement of particular bodies by side movements which 
as soon as they begin will be thwarted by dominant ten-
dencies of the parent body. Particular bodies will therefore 
curve in their movement and be transformed into satel-
lites, or through attraction return to the parent body. 
Side movements, although perpetually recurring, are tem-
porary in their effects and have no influence on the medial 
plane along which the parent body is moving. Any solar 
system tends to become a moving disk, narrow on its sides 
but greatly extended along its medial line. Gradually op-
posing side movenents will wear themselves out and each 
minor body will have a medial plane parallel to that of the 
parent body. The attraction of the central body will also 
slow down, by tidal stress, the revolutions of each satellite 
until it revolves on its axis but once with each revolution 
about the central body. The victory of cosmic forces in 
any solar system would mean the formation of a narrow 
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linear plane with all minor movements in exact conformity 
with the medial plane of the whole system. 
Extending this thought to the whole universe, there 
would arise for it a medial plane along which the various 
solar systems would tend to group themselves. The uni-
verse would thus become a narrow disk opposing move-
ments within which would tend to equate each other. Such 
seems to be the case, as indicated by the Milky Way, in 
which the great mass of stars seem to be. Not only the 
stars but all planetary bodies seem to be controlled by these 
major tendencies. Order dominates in the end through the 
ejection of discordant forces and their reaggregation in 
new cosmic forms. 
To this medial plane the concept of straightness cannot 
be attached unless it is made to apply to the medial plane 
of the whole universe. Each divergent movement from 
this plane, whether on the part of individual solar systems 
or of any minor body in any particular system, would 
result in making the medial plane of this system or body a 
curve in its relation to the major body or to the whole uni-
verse. Each body exerts a dimensional influence on other 
bodies as well as the influence we call gravity. Each body 
thus tends to curve the medial plane of all other bodies 
whose medial planes are not parallel to its own medial 
plane. We should not say, therefore, that bodies move in 
straight lines but that they move along the line of their 
medial planes. Every such plane is more or less warped as 
it deviates from the medial plane of the whole universe. 
Neither should we say that space is warped, since space 
as we know it is a mental concept derived from our psychic 
experience. But we can say that practically every move-
ment of bodies in space is warped in that each particular 
movement is controlled by the medial plane of the system 
to which it belongs and this plane differs more or less from 
the medial plane of the whole universe. There are thus 
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as many different concepts of straightness as there are 
planets inhabited by conscious beings. 
This reasoning may seem obscure but if analyzed it will 
be found to differ but slightly from that used by Newton. 
In his discussion of elliptic orbits he assumes a central body 
with an attracitve force coming into relation with a small 
body moving in some direction not the same as that induced 
by the attractive force of the central body. This situation 
would create the centrifugal and centripetal forces which 
together create elliptic orbits. The smaller body must un-
der these conditions be a body whose force is not derived 
from the central body. His theory of elliptic orbits is there-
fore a "capture" theory, the satellites being of foreign 
origin. He has no way of turning centrifugal force into 
centripetal force. I desire to show the possibility of such a 
transformation and thus to show how the force of the 
satellite is not foreign but is derived from the parent body. 
The movement of an ejected body would be exactly 
opposite to the attractive force of the parent body if the 
parent body had a fixed position. The inverse movement 
would in time wear itself out and a return to the parent 
body would be inevitable. This is the supposition which 
Newton makes and upon which his reasoning is based. 
He regards the parent body as having a fixed position and 
thus simplifies the problem he is interested in solving. 
The assumption of foreign bodies captured by central suns 
fell in with the views of the time and hence provoked no 
discussion. The reasoning involved is seriously modified 
and much simplified if instead of a fixed central body a 
moving body is predicated. Now the attractive force of 
the parent body and the expulsive force of the ejected 
body will not be exactly opposite. By its own motion the 
attractive force of the parent body strikes the ejected body 
at an angle. Two forces, both central in their origin, thus 
act on the ejected body and its movement will be the re-
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sultant of the conflict. In this way the parent body creates 
the centripetal force of the bodies it ejects. The direct 
action on a satellite becomes the centrifugal force, while 
the ejective force that threw the satellite away from itself 
is transformed into a centripetal force. An elliptic orbit 
results not, however, because of any capture of foreign 
bodies but because of changes which its own motion cre-
ates. 
The dimensional influence which the central body exerts 
on its satellites can be explained on the same principle. 
Each part of a satellite will be directly influenced by what 
is called tidal stress. This means that each part will be 
lengthened on the line of its medial plane and this plane 
will tend to become parallel to the line of the attractive 
force of the central body. The satellite as a whole will 
tend to shape itself so that at each point its medial plane 
will be tangent to the line of force exerted by the central 
body. Its medial plane would thus tend to be a curve. In 
theory, each of two bodies mutually attractive should tend 
to move around the other, but the relation of a large central 
body to its satellites is such that the deviation of its medial 
plane from a straight line can be neglected. The apparent 
movement would be on the part of the satellite whose curves 
would be transformed into ellipses which perpetuate them-
selves through the combination of centrifugal and centri-
petal forces generated by the situation. 
PLANETARY EVOLUTION. 
If the doctrine of peripheral currents is valid it holds 
equally in planetary evolution as in that of suns. The dif-
ference is that allowance must be made for pressure, colli-
sion and friction to a greater degree than in solar systems. 
There is confusion, yet none but what can be accounted for 
if the ultimate principles are correct. We need only to 
alter some of the traditional assumptions whose force is 
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more in age than in validity. One of these is the picture 
of the earth as a caldron in which compounds are made 
as in a blast-furnace. The early earth was probably in 
temperature above and not below the point where com-
pounds, metal or otherwise, are made. If the cooling-
process is a change from linear to axillary motion particles 
would cool as they were projected to the earth's peripheral 
plane. Here the simpler elements would unite in the larger 
units and cool as they do. In the large molecules there 
would be more axillary motion and hence an absorption 
of heat. The air would thus be ladened with cold heavy 
particles which would be carried around the earth by the 
strong peripheral currents. The early earth would have 
cyclones and tornadoes of a type that at present we can 
scarcely imagine. Great masses of particles would thus 
be held suspended and the strength of the currents would 
increase as this matter grew in quantity and thus forced 
the peripheral currents nearer the earth. In the end, how-
ever, both from the burden and the increased friction, the 
currents would be disrupted and huge masses of cold mat-
ter dumped on the earth. The cooling-process thus con-
sists of a series of aerial accumulations of ejected matter 
and of subsequent deposit due to the final disruption of 
the overladen currents. The solid external portion of a 
planet would grow both by the addition of cold matter 
drifting in from the external space and from the dumping 
due to the disruption of the overloaded peripheral currents. 
In a measure the facts will bear out this hypothesis 
although to make them and the theory tally less prominence 
must be given to the action of water than accepted theories 
accord to it. The current theory assumes that the bed of 
the ocean was among the early formations and that since 
then water through aerial currents has been carried to the 
land and on its return has taken with it immense quantities 
of debris out of which stratified rock is made. I would 
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assume that in early ages water was mainly carried in the 
aerial currents falling to the earth only when these cur-
rents broke. Then we would have an ice age where these 
deposits were made. These would be gradually melted 
through terrestrial heat. Water would run toward the 
low parts of the earth but these being hot would soon trans-
form it again to vapor after which it would again ascend 
to aerial regions until a new disruption brought on a new 
ice age. 
If this hypothesis is correct, between each two ice ages 
there would be an arid age. The surface currents would 
be dry and hot, licking up the surface water except in 
protected spots. There might be lakes, ponds and small 
streams but no ocean as we now know it. These arid 
periods would give a hot climate to a much larger portion 
of the earth than now. It might even extend into the 
polar regions and make them the spot for early vegetation. 
The dry ages would turn the earth into vast deserts with 
a tremendous surface drift of material due to the strong 
hot currents of the air. The drift of sand in our present 
deserts would be an index of the larger transformation of 
land taking place in earlier ages. Drift on the surface, 
dumping from above, and ice would then be the main 
agents in giving the earth its present form. The bed of 
the ocean would be where it is but in it water would not 
remain permanently until the ice ages pass. When the 
earth is cool enough to have a permanent ocean these early 
transformations of its surface would cease and bring the 
minor forces into control which at present manifest them-
selves. Oceans would thus be among the last features of 
the earth to be formed even if we assume that the ocean-
beds were in formation from the very start. The bulging 
of continents and the depression of ocean-beds are due to 
forces not unconnected with aerial currents and yet dis-
connected with the presence or absence of water in them. 
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I have assumed that the resolution of forces due to the 
upward movement of hot particles would create two per-
ipheral currents moving in opposite directions. The heavier 
material would be in the inner current, the lighter in the 
outer. When the break comes and the cold deposit takes 
place the lighter material from the outer current falls on 
the northern hemisphere while the heavier material from 
the inner current falls on the southern. That the dominant 
currents north and south have different origins is indicated 
by the fact that southern tornadoes revolve in an opposite 
direction from the northern. All storms thus seem to have 
their origin in these upper currents, and if so, their source 
can be determined by their circular direction. If this is in 
a measure true the northern deposits would be colder and 
lighter, mainly of ice. The south would thus not only grow 
heavier but the northern material would either flow south 
as it melted or would rise again and be absorbed in the 
peripheral currents. The growing weight of the south 
would thus depress its material and cause a rise of the 
lighter material at the north. This would in a rough way 
correspond to the known facts and thus make the aerial 
currents a source of the uplifts and depressions on the 
earth's surface. 
According to the Laplacian hypothesis the planets were 
formed by contraction when the body of the sun extended 
to the orbit in which each planet now moves. A huge mass 
is thus thrown off at once out of which the planet is built. 
The outer planets are thus the older and hence should be 
the colder, which is not a fact. In contrast to this I assume 
that the material of each planet accumulated gradually 
when its orbit was the peripheral plane of the central sun. 
Part of the sun's matter would thus be forced upward to 
it by heat while another part would come from the cold 
material which drifts in from outer space. The accumu-
lated material would in the end cause a break in the periph-
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eral currents and then a hot body would result from the 
conflict of the two peripheral currents, the same as in the 
original nebula from which the sun arose. Planet-forma-
tion is thus the same in origin as sun-formation, the differ-
ence being only in the magnitude. If this is the case the 
inner planets are the older and the whole planetary system 
much younger than the Laplacian hypothesis assumes. At 
first the attraction of the sun would be too strong to permit 
material to remain on any external plane. There might be 
great masses of material thrown outward but it would 
soon sink back into the original body because of its heat. 
Only after considerable shrinkage would a permanent pe-
ripheral circuit be possible and then only could planet-
formation begin. At first the current would be near the 
central body and contain much heavy material, but as the 
material cast off became lighter the peripheral current 
would be farther away and have for its content the lighter 
gases. To this scheme the planets conform. The outer 
bodies are lighter and hotter, indicating a later origin. 
The inner planets are about four times as heavy as the 
outer and show more fully the marks of age. The asteroids 
seem to be the remnant of an early planet while Mars by 
its cracks seems on the verge of a like dissolution. If heat 
and lightness are the indices of youth the planets do not 
conform to the demands of the accepted hypothesis of their 
origin. 
I wish to emphasize anew how important is the hypoth-
esis of two opposing peripheral currents in any purely 
physical explanation of a cosmic universe. Even the smal-
lest bodies tend to form a nucleus and two opposing cur-
rents. This seems to be the only plan which permits cosmic 
evolution. The difference is not in this simple cosmic 
struggle for order and permanence but in the opposing 
forces which promote dissolution. Small bodies are more 
subject to pressure, collision and friction than are the orbs 
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which float in outer space. They thus lose the symmetry 
which the larger bodies have but at bottom act in the same 
way insofar as cosmic forces control. A thunderstorm or 
a cyclone show the same striving for orderly movement 
and are disrupted in the same fashion as are the currents 
of the immense outer circuits from which huge nebulae are 
formed. Matter assumes chemical and electrical forms as 
the cosmic forces are overpowered by the dissolving energy 
which pressure, torsion and friction exert. They create 
unstable products so at variance with the underlying cosmic 
plan that they seem causes rather than consequences. Yet 
each of these is the result of the simple cosmic forces they 
seem to overthrow. If energy tends to aggregate all else 
follows in an orderly series, each step not leading to an 
ultimate but to some form which tends to restore the orig-
inal condition. Cause becomes effect and effect in turn is 
cause. The opposites are thus in the end harmonized since 
they both are parts of a repeating process. 
The construction of solar systems is best explained in 
Professor Chamberlain's Origin of the Earth. To it the 
reader is referred, but there are differences between his 
explanation and mine due to the rigid way in which he 
holds to the Newtonian laws of motion. If these laws are 
not absolute but secondary expressions of the conservation 
of energy there is an easy transfer from his view to mine. 
I go a step farther back than he does in seeking the be-
ginning of planetary evolution. The mechanism of periph-
eral planes would lead to the formation of knots and spirals 
from which he takes his start. 
The first difference, however, would be as to the way 
in which planets are formed. He assumes they are ejected 
as a solid mass due possibly to the influence of some col-
liding body. I would say that planets are formed by the 
same processes which create suns. The scale is less grand 
but the forces are the same. Every hot body ejects small 
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particles. If the principle of inverse acceleration is correct 
a steady stream of swift-moving particles would be ejected 
from the central body which would form peripheral cur-
rents like the original currents out of which the central 
body arose. The same forces would ultimately create a 
new knot with spiral movements and in the end a new 
planet would appear. 
A second difference would result from the place where 
heavy material originated. Professor Chamberlain infers 
that the interior of planetary bodies is heavier than their 
external parts. This would seem to be due to the tacit 
assumption that the combinations which increase specific 
gravity arise as the heat of compression increases. I would 
regard it as more probable that the combinations are made 
not at the center but at the peripheral plane. Hot particles 
are ejected. They cool and unite. Then they fall back on 
the surface of the central body. The crust of a planet 
would then be composed of heavier material than its in-
terior. If so, the distortions, elevations and depressions 
of the planet's surface receive a ready explanation. 
These doctrines seem to break with the accepted laws 
of physics, but in reality they merely generalize them. In 
the place of constants capable of verbal expression, vari-
ables are inserted for which language has no equivalents. 
Transform Newton's verbal laws into mathematical for-
mulas, and all the alteration can be made which the new 
physics demands. The two new variables of which I have 
made use are those relating to gravitation and reaction. 
If gravitation falls off as bodies cool, the measurements 
of gravitation are an inadequate expression of the activity 
involved. If also the reaction after collision is not the 
same for all particles, there being a transfer of motion 
from heavy to light particles, the verbal law again fails 
and a mathematical formula is needed to express the old 
relation in new terms. But none of the ultimates are al-
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tered by this change from concrete words to mathemathical 
language. 
There is another way of expressing this fact which 
needs emphasis. The absolutes which have crept into sci-
ence are remnants of psychic postulates which dominated 
human thought before the dawn of the scientific epoch. 
Thought was then moulded by the psychic attitude of the 
observer and was regarded sound if it could be stated in 
dogmatic postulates. To eliminate these psychic presup-
positions is to change rigid verbal laws into mathematical 
formulas each member of which is a variable. It is these 
unbending psychic postulates which are now being ques-
tioned, and science becomes pure as they are being elimi-
nated. Nature is variation and sequence, not rigid and 
absolute. When verbal laws are judged in this fashion 
their psychic defects become apparent. Straight is a psy-
chic absolute. So is equality in the phrase "Action and 
reaction are equal." The real physical tendency back of 
these formal statements is expressed by the conservation 
of energy which has no psychic equivalent. 
One group of thinkers regard the psychic as ultimate 
and interpret nature in its forms. This is philosophy. 
Modern science, on the other hand, tends toward mathe-
matical expression, thus replacing absolutes with variables. 
An illustration of this is given in the conflicting notions 
of space made prominent by the difference between Euclid-
ean and non-Euclidean geometry. The Euclidean postu-
lates are psychic. The non-Euclidean are designed from, 
or at least conform with, the actual movements of bodies 
in space. We predicate that light moves in straight lines 
and hence that bodies are where and what they seem. If, 
however, light moves in curved lines our psychic predicates 
are inaccurate. Law is not law until the psychic is elim-
inated, and this means that law is law only when it ex-
presses a relation between variables. 
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THE PREMISES OF SCIENCE. 
From the preceding discussion it can be seen what 
changes must be made in the statement of physical laws 
to bring them into harmony with known facts. This change 
demands not new discoveries but the rearrangement of 
knowledge around new centers. In the first place all psy-
chic predicates must be eliminated because they involved 
an overstatement. Science is concerned with relations, 
not with predicates. Rigid truth is always an equation, 
never an unqualified predicate. Truth in the form of predi-
cates should always state its qualification. When this is 
done it is transformed from a universal to a limited propo-
sition. As soon as the equational nature of truth is recog-
nized the conservation of energy displaces the laws of mo-
tion as the initial point of scientific thought. Motion must 
so act that it conserves itself. Its laws must be restated 
in a way showing their subordination to the conservation 
of energy. This takes from them their universal character 
and breaks them up into specific predicates each true only 
under particular conditions. To show how this can be 
done I append a restatement of physical law as it appears 
when the conservation of energy is given the first place. 
Nothing is then true unless it can be stated as a mathe-
matical equation. All predicates which are not equational 
are so stated that their limitations are plain. In the back-
ground is the assumption that the only ultimate form is 
attraction and that the acosmic forces, such as pressure, 
friction, torsion and the like, are the resultants of the 
primary force which they thwart but never surpass. 
i. Gravitation is a complex force due to attraction and 
pressure. Attraction is a constant force while pressure 
varies inversely to the square of the distance from the cen-
ter of gravity. This increase of pressure is the cause of 
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the acceleration of falling bodies. Acceleration is thus a 
reversal, not a primary force. 
2. Every cosmic process has its antithesis in an acosmic 
process which dissipates the energy the cosmic process 
would centralize. Of these acosmic processes pressure, 
collision, heat, friction, electrical antagonism and reverse 
acceleration are examples. 
3. The quantity of energy, although remaining un-
changed, assumes two forms, kinetic (linear) and mole-
cular (axillary). 
4. Units of linear energy move toward each other with 
a speed inverse to their mass. 
5. Axillary energy is inert but under pressure repulses 
similars and coalesces with opposites. 
6. Motion is a transfer of energy. No body can alter 
its velocity without an opposite change in some other body. 
7. If there were but one body in space there would be 
no difference between motion and rest. An unrelated body 
moving through space is an absurdity. 
8. There is no motion without the dissipation of energy, 
nor is any force lost, yet in collision there is a transfer of 
energy. Small particles like heat and light may thus be 
thrown beyond the influence of the bodies in which they 
originate. 
9. Attracted bodies move toward each other along the 
shortest available path. Repulsed bodies move from each 
other on the path of least resistance. Of the straightness 
of these paths there is no objective measure. Whether 
these paths are straight or not depends on the stress and 
opposition to which bodies are subjected. 
10. Every body in the universe exerts not only an at-
tractive force on every other body but also a dimensional 
force which alters the plane in which it moves. 
11. Bodies tend toward stability by the emission of dis-
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cordant motions which are dissipated as vibrations or 
ejected by giving increased velocity to small particles. 
12. Heat is absorbed by the growth of molecules and 
given off by their division. 
13. Cold bodies tend to disintegrate, while hot bodies 
increase their attractive force with their heat-growth. 
14. The energy of electricity is the energy of pressure 
making the laws of pressure and the laws of electricity the 
same. 
15. The acceleration at any point is equal to the pres-
sure at that point. 
S. N. PATTEN. 
PHILADELPHIA. 
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